
to see that with the minimum coal consumption, maximum energy is produced.

This is the economic viewpoint. Keeping in view the aim of human life, we

must endeavour to see how, with the minimum of fuel, man proceeds to his

goal with the maximum speed. Such a system alone can be called civilisation.

This system will not think of merely a single aspect of human life, but of all

its aspects, including the ultimate aim. This system will be constructive rather

than destructive. This system will not thrive on the exploitation of nature,

but will sustain nature, and will in turn itself be nourished. Milking, rather

than exploitation, should be our aim. The system should be such that overflow

from nature is used to sustain our lives.

Western Economic Theories

If such a human objective inspires the economic system, then our

thinking on the economic questions will undergo thorough transformation.

In the Western economies, whether it is capitalist or socialist, ‘Value’ has

the most important and central position. All economic theories centre around

‘Value’. It may be that the analysis of ‘Value’ is very important from the

point of view of the economist, but those social philosophies which are

based entirely on ‘Value’ are far more incomplete, inhuman and to some

extent unethical. Take for example, the slogan commonly heard nowadays,

“One must earn his bread”. Normally communists use this slogan, but even

the capitalists are not fundamentally in disagreement with it. If there is any

difference between them, it is only as regards who earns and how much.

The capitalists consider capital and enterprise as important components of

production, and hence if they take a major share of profits, they think it is

their due. On the other hand, communists believe only labour to be the

main factor in production. Therefore, they concede major share of production

to the labourers. Neither of these ideas is correct.

Basic Needs To Be Met

Really speaking, our slogan should be that the one who earns will

feed, and every person will have enough to eat. The right to food is a

birthright. The ability to earn is a result of education and training. In a society,

even those who do not earn must have food. The children and the old, the

diseased and the invalids, all must be cared for by society. Every society

generally fulfils this responsibility. The social and cultural progress of

mankind lies in its readiness to fulfil this responsibility. The economic system

must provide for this responsibility. The economic system must provide for


